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1. Introduction

This paper aims to examine several issues related to the environmental sustainability of long

term development. Attention is devoted to the use of systematic and formal approaches for

dealing with the topic of integrating economic analysis ('economics') with knowledge on

natural, environmental processes ('ecology'). 'Sustainable development' is often used as an

analytical benchmark, ideological perspective, or long term policy objective in the context of

economic development and natural environment. Regardless of the precise interpretation of this

concept it is important for both theoretical and operational study that attention is payed to the

likelihood as well as economic and environmental characteristics of unsustainable development.

This means that frameworks used to elucidate the potential development interactions with the

natural environment must be capable of recognizing and characterizing unsustainable patterns

within economic-environmental systems, rather than sticking to only those development plans

which are sustainable. The latter type can give only limited understanding for policy-making

because it represents pictures of a system retlecting static, unstable, unlikely or very sensitive

time patterns. Seeking for a broader range of potential development paths, sustainable and

unsustainable, may render more insighttul information, for both scientitïc and policy purposes.

It means first of all that a truly integrated perspective towards economic-environmental analysis

is adopted. In the context of long term analysis an additional crucial conviction is that we must

learn from the total past, in the sense of devoting attention to more than merely phenomena that

have occurred over the past few decades. In the context of long term development and natural

environment we look therefore at some frameworks of relationships between economy, society,

institutions and environment at different important phases in the history of mankind. We end

our argumentation by noting particular inconsistencies in the steps to be taken when the
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implementation of sustainable development is endeavourzd. They include valuation and analysis,

evaluation and social decision-making, and instruments and institutions.

2. Sustainable development: detinitions and conditions

The title of this section is critical to resolving the confusion that is likely to result from

observing the literature on sustainable development. A det7nition of sustainable development

may take a teleological point of departure, by focusing on such indicators as income, production

and welfare (per capita) and requiring them to move along non-declining paths over time'. One

can then derive conditions on control variables such as investment, resource extraction and

waste emission (see, e.g., Van den Bergh and Nijkamp, 1991b and c).

A deontological type of detinition oti sustainable development starts with conditions based on

the concept of a capital stock. The interpretation of sustainahility is then based on maintenance

of (the size ot) a stock'. What this means is not immediately evident since one may refer to the

physical size or the economic value'. A more disaggregative approach perceives the natural

environment as a composition of many stocks of capital. One division is into renewable and

non-renewable stocks. Another is into regenerative and assimilative capacities. Furthermore, one

may add also an acceptability constraint for restricting compensation and substitution strategies

with a harmful effect on biodiversity and environmental integrity.

In addition to these two approaches one may distinguish between strong and weak versions of

sustainable development. Therefore one has to recognize the relationship between man-made or

economic and natural capital (both aggregates) as well as their changes over time. Strong

sustainability may mean that whatever indicator is used, it must be non-decreasing over time.

Weak sustainability allows then for temporary decreases. There is a second interpretation of

strong and weak sustainability, namely hased on substitution and complementarity of economic

' See for instance Pezzey (1989) who makes a distinction between difterrnt types of sustainability, and
furthermore separates sustainability from survivability and efticiency (optimality).

' This approach is clear in the literature on sustainable use of renewable natural resourcas in resource
management (see Clark, 1976).

' Based on capital theory one may regard the value of a stock as the value of the goods and services (or work)
it generates in the future. This is related to future prices, discount rates, and technological conditions. Technological
progress may increase the effective resource stock size by allowing for the same amount of work derived from one
unit of the resource at a later time compared to the present.
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and natural stocks of capital. Strong sustainability requires that both are non-decreasing. The

weak version takes their sum, or some other aggregate measure, and requires that this should

not decrease over time. Based on the lattzr notion is the idea of compensation (see e.g.,

Klaassen en Botterweg, 1976) in which a loss in natural capital must be compensated for by an

addition in man-made or a combination of man-made and semi-natural capital.

Since at this point we may have reached too much confusion on what sustainahle development

entails, a set of qualifications based on the detïnitions and conditions for sustainable

development can be stated to identify unsustainahle development (see, e.g., Van den Bergh,

1991): (1) negative trends in variables like income, welfare and production; (2) negative trends

or variable patterns with high risks of collapse in renewable natural resource stocks; (3) positive

trends ín population, agricultural or industrial pressure on land; (4) positive trends in pollution

stocks.

3. Integration ot' em~ironmental considerations in economic anal~~sis

Considering the integration of economics and environment in thz present setting, one has to

reflect upon the requirements for learning about economic development. The integration concept

is usually kept vague and it can refer to combining concepts (e.g., in a verbal or qualitative

sense), combining data (e.g., for statistical analysis), combining thaories (e.g., micro-economic

and resource-ecological), or combining models (e.g., regional eeonomic and ecosystem models).

For the purpose of studying sustainahle development one should not he satistïed with static

images of interactions between environment and economy. What may be a tïnal goal in terms

of models can be signitïed as a two-way interaction analytical scheme. One can regard this as

a misuse or overuse of terms, but it is just to indicate explicitly and clearly the difference with

one-way impacts, for which often, and unrightly so, the terminology 'interaetions' is used as

well. This can immediately be linked to the misuse of the term 'integration' in the context of

economics and environment, or between the disciplines of economies and ecology (for more

discussion on this in the context of integrated modelling see Van den Bergh and Nijkamp,

1991a). Sometimes the natural environment is included in economic studies hy taking constant

environmental limits as given. In such cases the use of the phrasing 'one-way impact' is in

order. Many existing approaches in linking environmental considerations to economic analysis

take such an approach. They will be discussed below in a classitïcation of possible lines of work

towards integration. Anyway, for tha study of lung term development one cannot eliminate
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impacts in one direction without loosing some interpretive ability or value. It is very likely that

the magnitude of such a loss is increasing with the time-horizon of the study that is being

conducted.

A tentative grouping of types of integration of economie analysis and models with understanding

of environmental-ecological processes and systems is the following:

a. Calculation of admissible econi~mic activity levels in view of environmental safety

limits;

b. taking costs into account of adjustmznt a~tions to meet environmental standards;

c. including economic-monetary valuation of environmental goods and services or

environmental effects, losses and damages;

d. describing physical-material interactions between economic and environmental systems.

The tïrst approach describes either physical e~onomic relationships between inputs and outputs,

different activities and se~tors, or relates physieal interactions with the environment in terms

of resource extraction and waste emission to output levels measured in monetary units (see

Briassoulis, 1986). An example is the input-output model with emission coefficients developed

by Leontief (1970). Physical, environmental limits may be imposed on resource extraction,

waste emission and land use. The disadvantage of this approach is that the environment is

regarded as fixed, providing merely static constraints for economic activities. This is not very

suitable for development studies sin~e su~h constraints cannot be satistïed over longer periods

of time, or since too many endogenous and exogenous changes occur in the natural environment

that may affect the necessary safety constraints. Thuugh for many pra~tical reasons and lack of

suftïcient knowledge environmental limits may he reasonable, we need different approaches for

development studies as they are more theoretical and explorative in nature.

The second approaeh considers the cost of performing activities like waste abatement, treatment

(e.g., Jantzen and Velthuijsen, 1991), introducing resource eftïcient techniques, and recycling

materials. Economic efficiency as an objective on a micro level (maximizing profits or

minimizing costs) or on a macro level (maximizing social welfare, national production or

national income, or economic growth exceading some minimum rate) gives rise to dynamic

considerations of costs, substitution, capacity and income effects. One is typically searching for

levels of interactions with the natural environment that are optimal from an economic eftïciency

point of view. The approach is therefore close to conventional cost benefit analysis (CBA).

Alternatively, it can be combined with the tïrst approach by appending the physical,
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environmental constraints (representing standards), which gives rise to cunstrained optimization.

A third, intermediate option is to in~lude the levying of taxes or donation of subsidies in the

model as financial che~ks on the level interactions with the natural environment. Again, the

fixed character of the natural environment is the main deficiency of this method for long term

studies of development.

The third approach is entirely monetary in sofar as it describes the economic and human,

suhjective value of the natural environment or changes therein (e.g., damages). It may be seen

as an extension of CBA. Various valuation techniques may be used, based on for instance travel

cost, contingent valuation and hedonic pricing. Usually the orientation is towards one specitic

part of the natural environment, a small isolated ecosystem, or a specific problem (disappear-

ance of a natural area). This approach does not take a general, multi-activity view on economic-

environmental relationships. One may consider this approach as comparative static, because it

can only deal with discrete states, such as existence or non-existence of a natural system.

Transition periods involving dynamic processes from one state to another are not dealt with.

Finally, this approach may be regarded as indire~t and based on implicit and hidden assumptions

since many causal relationships and complex interdependency patterns are bypassed. The main

advantage of it is that monetary outcomes are generated which tït easy into economic methods

of evaluation.

The last approach can be regarded as little inquired into, for the obvious reason of being

interdisciplinary in nature. Integration in this approach takes place by descriptions on four levels

(see Van den Bergh, 1991): (i) material tlows between economy and natural environment based

on materials balance conditions; (ii) effects of human systems (economy and population) on

environmental quality through immaterial or less-tangible categories of impacts such as land use,

noise and soil exploitation; (iii) effects of environmental conditions on economic production,

consumption and health, including for instance negative piillution effects; and, (iv) production

functions with a mix of economic and natural factors of production, such as can be found in

renewable and non-renewable resource extraction, recreation and agriculture. Such an approach

requires a lot of input from various dis~iplines and is therefore rather time-consuming. The

main advantages of it are that external effects can be dealt with explicitly, in addition to

economic effects occurring through price processes. Therefore this type of modelling can be

insightful for long term issues of environment and economic development.
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4. Models of historv

Before implementing models of the latter type we consider different conceptual representatiuns

of long term economic-environmental relationships, although in a very schematic generalizing

way. This includes two main aspects: (i) interactions in various periods of histurical time are

sketched; and (ii) an indication of prucesses relevant to long term change is indicated.

In Figures 1 to 3 diagrams are shuwn of economic-environment relationships in different periods

of time. Each figure can be compared with the uthers since similar elements are represented by

similar boxes or terms. The total set of tïgures can thus be regarded as a development of one

economic-environmental system over a very long period of time. The addition of a term or box

denotes then the change of the system from one given structure tu another.

hunting and
fishing economy

~resources wasteo ~

dotlc reoouroea

Figure 1: Hunting culture.

ecological
system

~ abiotic ecocydes in
water, air and soil

s
biotic ecocydes:

flora and fauna

The traditional economy in Figure 1 is composed of twu productiun sectors - hunting and

fishing - which supply food for tïnal consumptiun. The effe~ts of these a~tivities on the natural

environment occurs through use of biotic resources and urganic pollution of air and water. Such

effects are local and small in scale. This traditional economy is stable (no technological progress

and constant populatiun). Two types of culture are pussible, namely a tribal one where people

are living in harmony with their local natural environment, and a nomads one where people are

moving around (sort of continuously migrating) as a reaction to a diseyuilibrium between an

economy and its natural environment (cf. Wilkinson, 1973).

The second scheme represents an agricultural suciety. Here fuel wood is introduced in the

economy and land is used to grow crops or herd animals. Paople can concentrate so that
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population density can increase and populatiun levels can increase. This creates a need for

improving the production per acre, leading to technological development and change in the

organizational structure of society. The latter is accompanied by changes in distributional

characteristics of incomes and ownership to resources and means of production. Over-

exploitation of resources and land may thus oceur. The environmental effects are mostly local

and still small scale, except for land degradation. However, some interdependent relationships

arise from regional interactions. For instance, problems and development of cities depends

indirectly on the food potential opportunities offered by agriculture. The change from Figure

1 to Figure 2 can be understood as a transformation of a hunting culture to a farmíng society.

agricultural
economy

~space resources wastei o0

dot~ reoources

disa~rberae end lend

Figure 2: Agricultural society.

~a~

ecological
system

~
abiotic ecocydes in

water, air and soil

biotic ecocydes:
flora and faunaN

With the introduction of mineral resources in economic processes a more complex economy can

evolve. This will include several types of production prucesses - manufacturing, conversion and

generation of services - as well as different types of time delays, through investment and

residuals recovery processes. Recovery is here meant to include also such diverse activities as

recycling of materials, reuse of products, abatement, and waste treatment. Numerous activities

making up the complex economy give rise to a large demand for energy, so that more wood is

being used for energy production. Accordingly, the complex economy based on minerals gives

rise to new major intluences on the economy, space use, resource use, non-organic residuals

emission. And, not to forget, mineral inputs causas new chemical compositions or concentra-

tions of otherwise (potentially) dangerous suhstances to appear. More interactions between

economic activities (including intersectoral deliveries, international trade, exploitation of

colonies, migration, etc.) goes along with intardzpendencies of environmental effects, as a result
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of spatial dispersion of economies (including transport). Furthermore, the larger scale of many

individual and regional activity levels gives rise to transboundary and global environmental

problems. A very strong development of organizational structures (with respect to policy-

making, education, RBcD) causes a high rate of technological progress. This in turn can have

major consequences for culture, economy and - importantly - regional demographic processes.

The well-known example is of course very high population growth as a result of advanced

medical care in combination with uncoordinated birth control. All together, distributional

consequences and disparities manifest themselves more strongly on a international than regional

or national level.

Figure 3 shows a modern economy which includes the use of both minerals and fossil fuel

resources for energy conversion and certain material production activities. A high energy

consumption goes along with high activity levels in all sectors and accordingly much use of

minerals, space, water and high levels of noise, organic and non-organic emissions, and

disturbance of vegetation and fauna. The industrial revolution is an important phase in the

transition from the situation sketched in Figure 2 to that in Figure 3.

modern non-renewelble ecological
economy `~o"`~ ~ke system

~space T
resources vváste00

lbrr enerqy

dotlc reoourcea

dlsivrbarae erd land we

minarpl8! }pócll fiiek

~~
non.oroardc

a,
a~

abiotic ecocydes in
water, air and soil

S 7

biotic ecocydes:
flora and fauna ~

Figure 3: Economic-environmental relationships based on fossil fuel and mineral
use.

In the complex system of Figure 3 it is clear that each box or element stands for a

multitude of items. The fossil fuels include coal, gas and petroleum. The energy conversion

process can be based on fossil fuels, fuelwood, nuclear power and hydro power generation. The

minerals can be classitied in terms of various characteristics, e.a., (non)metallic, (non)scarcity,

and giving rise to pollution problems later. The agri~ultural, tishery and forestry products
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consists of animal food, plant food, textiles, paper, timber, etc.. The final consumption

incorporates fuels, food, durable goods and other non-durable goods. Finally, the residuals can

also be classified by way of various criteria, e.g., (non)degradability, reactiveness (inertness),

natural biological recyclahle, small (large) quantity, and (in)toxicity.

Finally, we have included in Figure 4 the internal structure of the economic system that

represents the modern economy block of Figure 3 where we have listed only the physical

relationships. In the Appendix we have listed an example of a set of relationships between

variables based on these two figures. In addition, Fígure 5 shows its underlying decision

system, composed of actors, namely government, consumers and sectors, and collective and

market decision processes.

EMRACTION ~ENERGY CONVERSIONT T

W I
AGRICt1LTURE

FISHERY

FORESTRY

INVESTAIENT ' PROWCTION

MANUFACTURING

CONVERSION

SERVICES ~

~'
7 FINAL
CONSUTA PTION

F
~ ~
REC~VERY

Fi ure 4: Modern economic system based on fossil fuel and mineral use.

maricet

m

govemment
col IectNe
dedslon~nafdng

oonwmers

Fi:;ure 5: Decision framework of modern economy.

seaor t

seCtor 2

seetor 3

sedor n
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In conclusion we can safely say that development still takes place on various levels - economic,

organizational, technological, educational, demographic, interregional and international - with

immense impacts on local, regional, national and global environmental systems. This can to a

large extent be compared - and traced back - to historical processes that changed the interface

between economies and natural em~ironments. It seems that the tendency of modern economic

processes to give rise to processes of resour~e depletion environmental destruction and pollution

is still not exhausted. One can even see that modern economies are inclined to reach

environmental and organizational limits time and time again, and therefore are forced to adjust

and develop in new directions (This seems to be most clearly explained by Wilkinson's (1973)

'ecological view' on economic development). It is uncertain whether this development process

of adjustment is converging to an economic-environmental state that is both acceptable - from

the point of view of equity and efficiency - and ecologically sustainable.

5. Systems, externalities and valuation

In tïgures 1 to 3 it was shown that significant changes in the use of natural resources have taken

place in the course of time. The Industrial Revolution created the possibilities to generate

products for a world market on a large scale. This process dramatically increased both the level

of production and the amount of pollutants. In earlier times pollution problems - occurring in

an agricultural society - had a more local character. Adam Smith already recognized that

industrial production would have the effect of an increase in the geographical scale of pollution,

so that in fact it would become also an international problem. Inevitably, a incompatible

situation arose, since the regional organization of society was unable to deal with cross-

boundary multiregional environmental issues. The existence of this problem was hardly

addressed seriously before 1950'. It is a main cause of a lack of instruments and institutional

arrangements - up to the present day - whi~h are required for dealing with pollution problems

like acid rain, the greenhouse effeet, depletion of the ozone layer, and pollution of the common

seas.

The transformation towards an industrial society was accompanied by a change in the use of

resources. Especially, the use on a large scale of non-renewable resources such as iron and coal

is illustrative for this. New types of waste resulted from the use of them, which were in some

way or another emitted into the environment. This created pollution problems never thought of

' Of course, it went along with a general delay of enviro~unental awareness.
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before. The increased use of resources is ni~t the only reason for the existence of pollution

problems. Some of the waste residuals have certain characteristics which cause damage to living

organisms, ecosystems and ecocycles. The residuals uf renewable resources are organic, so that

they are mainly limited by the cleansing capacity of ecocycles. However, such capacity is zero

for non-renewahle resource residuals such as pesticides, heavy metals, synthetical organic

compositions, SO,. NO~ and CO,. The consequence is that these substances are accumulating

in environmental systems and living organisms. Such problems remained unrecognised for a

long time by society at large, including economistss. Of course, sometimes pollution in

industrial towns and residential areas was discussed, but mainly as a resolvable side effect of

modern economies. Mostly optimism - for good and bad reasons - dominated the economists'

view on consequences and even the pace of resource depletion and environmental pollution, as

related to economic activity, development and growth.

It is not so surprising after all that the neoclassical theory, having its roots in the period of the

Industrial Revolution, did hardly devote any attention to these issues. Not until Pigou

(1920~1952) had introduced the concept of a negative external effect a neoclassical framework

was available that allowed for an analysis of problems of resourca use and emission of waste

residuals. But as shown in Blaug (1978) this framework was hardly used before 1960. Only at

the end of the sixties economists were inclined to apply the framework to various environmental

problems. It became soon clear, however, that it had a very limited use.

The framework of externalities can only be used to deal with yuestions on a rather theoretical

level, related to mainly economic etitïcieney, environmental etfectiveness (controllability), and

distributional consequences associated with the use of specific types of instruments for reaching

a social welfare optimum. One can never really use the framework for supporting the phase of

actually introducing instruments in environmental policy. Indeed, one can merely obtain insights

about the theoretical advantages c.q. detïcien~ies of one versus another instrument.

In the first place it seems that the theory of externalities is incapahle of analyzing the

consequences of specitïc and diverse characteristics of social institutional solutions to

environmental prohlems. These include contlicting objectives, compromising processes,

domination by pressure groups (more generally, distribution of lobby power), intluence of

vested interests, bargaining, multi-level goals, multi-ohjective decision-making, voting systems,

etc. (see Dietz and Van der Straaten, 1992; an~ Opschoor and Van der Straaten, 1992).

s The admirable contribution to the field ot economic history by Martinez Alier (1987) shows, however, that
already in the 19th century and the tirst part of the 2oth century a lively debate took place about the relevance of
energy for the valuation of goods and services.
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In the second place it is diftïcult to assign (closz to) objective values to environmental services

and elements. This holds as well for vague services (e.g., life support, an intact ozone layer,

clean oceans, preserved biodiversity, and a stahla climate and ecocycles) as for more well

defined natural resources and (components ot) ecosystems (tïsh populations, forests, ores, fossil

fuel resources, etc.). Of course, one can tïnd many reasons for why objective valuation of these

services and systems is impussible (e.g., missing markets, multiple uses, ethical complicatii~ns,

uncertainty, future generations, free rider hehaviour). But especially the fact that one cannot

isolate any element of a natural environmental system from the system without destroying some

link with it, means that it is difficult to assign a value to any element or to a particular services

that is generated by it~. The quintessence of the issue can be made clear by a comparison of

the environmental internal relationships to economic interactions on markets, as represented by

a general equilibrium framework. In order to tïnd a correct price of a certain good or service

one has to solve the entire set of interdependent prices (and quantities). In other words, one can

only solve for one price if one knows all the others, i.e. they all have to he solved at the same

time. Now we can state a similar type of requirement fur tïnding the value of an environmental

service, namely that its value can only he assessed if one knows the values of all the

environmental components that it is connected ti~. And this is not sufficient. The exact nature

of mutual relationship hetween components has to be clear on forehand. Of course, one may

go for an approximate valuation by a(partial) consideration of a single environmental service

andlor element. But in such a case one still lacks the information - namely, contained in the

values of connected elements and the type of connections - that is required to obtain a measure

of the reliahility of the estimation. A second comparison with a typical economic 'value

systems' can turther support the point that we wish tu clarify. It is diftïcult to tïnd the value that

is added (i.e., value added) to total social value (i.e., welfare) by some process (activity)

generating some product (output), when one lacks values of all the lahour, capital, intermediate

products and servi~es, and material inputs that are needed in the prucess (i.e., costs). The main

point is thus that one has to take the view of a system of interrelated values that can only solved

as a whole. Going furthcr, one can see clearly not only the importance of such a system of

interrelated values for valuation of environmental elements and services, but also the underlying

physical-biological system that it is based on. As already said understanding of the relationships

in the latter system is a necessary conditiein fur solving the valuation astimation prublem.

6 The value of the element (stock) can be derived from its services over time (flows) when a capital theoretical
framework is chosen as the base of valuation. But, of course, this does not solve auy of the fundamental problems
of valuation discussed in the text.
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Altogether, it seems that if partial valuatii~n of an environmental element or service is

approximately correct, this means that the assumption of partiality is in order, which implies

that the element or service is rather independent from the environmental system as a whole. On

may conclude then that this particular element or service is of little concern in a wider

environmental perspective, that is occupied with sustainahle development and behaviour of

environmental systems. Alternatively, one can use this argument to deduct that in the case of

relevant or important environmental elements or services - i.e. that are strongly interrelated with

the rest of the natural environment - it is hardly acceptable to estimate their values by way of

partial methods. Consequently the relevance of and impi~ssibility of partial valuation seem to

be strongly related to each other.

Concluding, one can say without hesitation that there are indeed enormous complications

involved in valuation as a result of both conceptual and informational detïciencies. The

neoclassical approach does seem to taka a too easy course in not considering them. That is no

problem in itself, if it is accepted that this approach serves an important theoretical purpose of

clarifying and generalizing. But other approaches should be acquired for making a serious step

towards policy-makers who have a serious interest in economic and environmental effects of

using specific environmental policy instruments. With regard tu the criticisms one can argue that

no satisfying alternative exists to the neoclassical approach. However, in order to address more

seriously the interrelationships between elements in environmental systems, for instance, one

may turn to integrated (systems) modelling. In any case it is necessary to consolidate the well-

known concept of sustainable development. The reason is that no automatic solutions exist to

the observed conflict between economic activities and development on the one hand, and on the

other hand preservation of environmental qualities and quantities. If this was the case, the

introduction of the concept of sustainahle dzvelopment would have been needless. It is very

likely that sustainable development will only he rzalized when it is pursued as a purpose in

itself, i.e. when it is an explicit policy objective. An alternative view may be based on the belief

that: (i) sufficient 'natural' mechanisms are present hetween economy and environment to

generate sustainahle development; or (ii) the use of instruments for environmental policy

generally will provoka sustainable development. Thz tïrst type of belief does not take account

of the very extreme character of 'natural' economi~ reactions on unhalanced economic-

environmental relationships, in order to adjust for an 'ecological equilibrium' (in the sense of,

e.g., Wilkinson, 1973). The second type of belief forgets about the fact that many environ-

mental policies and instruments are partial, local and short term in both their purpose and effect.

Especially the short term effectiveness - more precisely, the long term deterioration of
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effectiveness - of environmental poli~y reyuires some illustration: it may result from changes

in economic processes that in turn change characteristics of materials use, waste emissions and

natural resource use; furthermore, (nut unrelated to the tirst point) economic agents may try to

evade the restrictiveness of environmental policy instruments.

An important conclusion is that sustainahle development policy will have to embrace both

environmental and (many) economic policies, i.e. it is not equivalent to environmental policy.

However, the mere introduction of a concept oti sustainable development will not bring forward

sustainability. This is discussed in the next section.

6. Pitfals in evaluation and social decision-makin~;

The traditional economic theory takes for granted that economic values can be assigned to

environmental systems, elements or services. We already discussed the very impossibility of this

in the previous section. The next step is usually that environmental problem can be solved -

meaning actually that the sucial optimum is realized - by using the estimated environmental

values to obtain corrections on market prices or to introduce prices (costs) for use of non-market

goods and services provided ~iy nature (e.g., Baumol and Oates, 1988). The clearest example

of this is provided by the set of charges on products, processes, etc., that aim to approximate

the (optimal) Pigouvian taxes. However, the problems of valuation mentioned imply just that

this approximation may be very imperfect. Dietz and Van der Straaten (1992) argue that one

should include environmental standards into the economic thei~ry itself, meaning that one should

go beyond the approach of taking environmental limits into account after economic analysis has

been performed. 1n fact, then one is outside the econumic sphere, which would be an approach

that some economist could support, namely to leave the trade-off between economic and

environmental goals outside economics ('for politi~s'). However, in the previous section we

argued why the trade-otf is hard to perform in a single (monetary value) dimension. In this

section we furthermore argue that the alternative of having different dimensions for economic

and environmental conseyuences can give rise to dominance of economic interests in political

social decision-making. The real alternative can for instance include the assessment of

(uncertainty and lack) of knowledge about the natural systems and processes, and their

importance for economic processes, health, etc.. This can then lead to establishing safety

standards that can not be traded-off against economic objectives. This does not mean that

economic market principle - nowadays often employed to promote the introduction of economic
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instruments for environmental policy - can be used, e.g., by implementing a standard on an

aggregate level by way of tradeable permits (see also Opschoor and Van der Straaten, 1992).

An example of incorporating environmental standards in economic theory is to avert growth

theory towards inclusion of environmental factors (e.g., land, pollution and resource indices,

absolute scarcity measures) that influence processes of development, technology, population and

growth.

The political-institutional diftïculty of introducing environmental standards can be illustrated by

an example of an attempt in the Netherlands to introduce energy taxes for curbing down the use

of fossil energy (in order to stop the greenhouse effect; the standard here is a lower level of

CO, emissions). The Minister of Environmental Affairs in the Netherlands proposed in the

beginning of 1992 that an energy tax be introduced as quickly as possible. Even before an

official commission of advice with experts on this topic could publish a report, the Minister of

Economic Affairs made clear that the energy tax was not amenable for serious discussion. The

main argument was that the competitive position of Dutch industries would be harmed by such

a tax, and that the iniroduction of such a instrument required international cooperation. This

standpoint was of course that of (the leading) Dutch companies, who where not charmed by a

increase in the price of energy in the Netherlands, in spite even of the fact that energy prices

in the Netherlands - of natural gas as well as electricity - are the lowest of Europe. They did

not argue, using competitiveness and cooperation arguments, that such prices should be

equalised for the whole of Europe. So, this shows that not the necessity of international

cooperation was the main argument but rather mi~re direct protection of protïts against intrusion

of environmental costs'.

The general cause of this passiveness is rather straightforward. As one cannot calculate all costs

resulting from the greenhouse effect ('values' in the previous section), the introduction of a

CO~-emissions' standard is delayed on the basis of economic sacrifices' arguments. These are

purely based on traditional indicators as employment and income. The discussion is therefore

not even close to a honest comparison of all gains and losses. The problem comes tïnally down

to the separation between economic theory (and policy), and considerations of values and

functions of natural resources. The previous section made clear that an honest comparison of

gains and losses must make use of information on estimated effects of economic activities on

environmental change, and of estimated effects of environmental change on econi~mic costs.

This way one can both have all possible and relevant information integrated and stick to one's

' Similarly, the European Community did not reach an agreement regarding an energy tax. Consequently, the
Rio-Conference lacked a possibly influential proposal by the European Community on this issue.
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indicators of economic performance. The difference with traditional analysis and evaluation is

that one has to look into more distant future effects of present-day economic activities.

7. Instruments and institutions: misbeliefs

In environmental policy two types of instruments are used. When introducing environmental

policies in the beginning of the seventies most countries in Western Europe put their trust in the

instrument of legislation. Several laws, against air pollution, water pollution, toxic substances

and so on, were the result of societal debate about environmental pollution in the sixties. Since

some years, the interest is rising for the use of economic instruments (see Opschoor and Vos,

1989). Usually they are considered to be more etfective (less control required) and more

efficient than other instruments (see, e.g., Baumol and Oates, 1988; Peeters, 1991; Verbruggen,

1991).

Many authors, stressing the importance of the use of economic instruments, refer to the

'Tragedy of the Commons' (Hardin, 1968). The main idea of it is that some environmental

resources can be used free of charge and are publicly availableg. Over-exploitation belongs then

to the more likely use patterns. It is usually suggested that the introduction of an economic

instrument or property right can solve the prohlem of a tendency towards over-exploitation.

However, this is not the whole story. Regulation of open access resources can also result by

transforming them into a common property. Important of course is that the rules of the common

property are clear and oheyed or enforced (see Clark, 1991). Hardin's focus on a common

property resource makes it impossible to regard common property as a policy for dealing with

open access resources, which in fact descrihe, in most circumstan~es, em~ironmental resources

much more adequately. Furthermore, one might argue that the use of the term 'common

property' by Hardin is incorrect since it would really imply that common rules are accepted and

obeyed by individual users (belonging to the community). In that case an environmental problem

of the type sketched by Hardin is very unlikely to arise.

Going from this conceptual diversion back to our discussion on legislation versus economic

instruments in the context of environmental policy, it is important to recognize the analogy

between the open access resource on a small, local scale and the open access character of the

e In fact, resources described in such a way satisfy open access characteristics. Hardin is in his article talking
about common property resources ('commons'). This is, depending on one's interpretation, either a difterent class
of resources, or a more narrow class. In the text it is made clear that open access is at the heart of the problem,
while common property may even be at the heart of the solution.
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natural environment in general, as well as the analogy between the common property rules and

environmental legislatíon. One should he aware that during the last two decades in Western

Europe there has been a pra~tiee of very weak maintenance of environmental legislation.

Furthermore, after a certain period of bad maintenance of environmental legislation, the practice

of behaviour dominates the prevailing legal and formal arguments at present. As soon as

polluting industries are confronted with (rare) major actions of authorities to protect the

environment, they do not behave in accordance with these formal and legal arguments. This

makes it difficult to conclude that economic instruments are to be preferred to legislation (i.e.,

common property rules). It is very well possible that consistent control and (moral and political)

support of legislation will be much more effective than it has been in the past.

In addition, Bromley (1992) is of the opinion that there are no common resources, but only

resources under either a state property regime, an individual property regime or a common

property regime. In all these situations the access to use or exploit these resources, has been

regulated in some way. Bromley demonstrates that in cases where over-exploitation occurs,

there has been a breakdown of institutional arrangements before. So, the over-exploitation is

not the result of the common property character, but rather of the creation of a situation of open

access by destroying institutional arrangements in favour of certain economic groups. Therefore,

one can not argue, according to Bromley, that only privatization of resources solves the problem

of over-exploitation.

Concluding, one cannot say that there is, from a formal point of view, any doubt about the

formulation of the property rights of unpriced natural resources. However, as we have argued

previously most governments have maintained environmental legislation in such a way, that

polluting industries can behave as if they have the right to pollute the environment. This means

that there has been a breakdown of the institutional arrangements regarding the use of unpriced

natural resources. The fact that so~iety is ni~wadays confronted with a very weak maintenance

of environmental legislation provides insufticient argument for stressing their weaknesses to

solve environmental problems.

8. Conclusions

From the contemplative discussion in this paper we draw the following conclusions:

- frameworks used to elucidate the potential development interactions with the natural

environment must be capable of recognizing and characterizing unsustainable patterns
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within economic-environmental systems, rather than sticking to only those development

plans which are sustainable; the latter can give only limited insight, for instance because

they represent pictures of time paths within the system that may be statie, unstable,

unlikely or very sensitive to little changes in external influences; seeking for a broader

range of potential development paths, sustainahle and unsustainable, may render more

insightful information, for both scientitïc and policy purposes.

the discussion of Figures 1 to 3 makes clear that changes of economic structures have

been a very signitïcant factor in the occurrence of unsustainability in the economic

proeess; development still takes place on various levels - economic, organizational,

technological, educational, demographic, interregional and international - with immense

impacts on local, regional, national and global environmental systems, as well as the

economy-environment interface; it seems that the tendency of modern economic

processes to give rise to processes of resource depletion environmental destruction and

pollution is still not exhausted; one can even see that modern economies are inclined

to reach environmental and organizational limits time and time again, and therefore are

forced to adjust and develop in new directions (compare Wilkinson's 'ecological view'

on economic development); it is uncertain whether this adjustment process of

development is converging to a sustainable and acceptable situation;

the implementation of traditional economic solutions to environmental policy are heavily

based on valuation of environmental goods, services, and elements (ecosystems, species,

etc.); there are fundamental problems associated with partially valuation and it should

be recognized that there is a need for alternative approaches; these may include the use

of inethods stressing interrelationships between elements in environmental systems;

ultimately, this comes closer to meeting demands for analysis related to critical

environmental problems, in the context of the broader notion of sustainable develop-

ment;

because of a neglect of the institutional framework related to environmental legislation

one cannot infer that economic instruments are to be preferred to environmental

legislation;

it is of great importance that in representations of economic-environmental interactions

more attention is given to institutional factors that are relevant in environmental

policies, such as multi-level goals, multi-objective elements of and compromising

processes in social de~ision-making;
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there is still a signiYïcant lack in the integration of ecological insights into economic

theory, leaving too much space for economic activities (and related pressure groups) to

use traditional eeonomic arguments for not implementing of required policies for

sustainable development;

environmental legislation should not he discardad as ineftieetive by mere reference to

the past experience; institutional arrangements and eeonomic instruments should be

combined to realize an effective and eftïeient policy toolhox.

Appendix

Here a complete example set is given of relationships hetween physical variahles in the modern

economy, as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The variahle names speak fur themselves. fO denotes

various specitïc relationships.

Nature

soil quality -

air quality -

water quality -

vegetation -

fauna -

fish -

sea qual ity -

Economic activities

extraction -

energy-conversion

investment -

agriculture -

fishery -

forestry -

production -

f(agriculture, air quality, water quality, organic residuals, nonorganic

residuals)

(nonorganic residuals, vegetation)

(vegetation, agriculture, tiirestry)

f(soil quality, air quality, water quality, organi~ residuals, nonorganic

residuals, space-use, heat, radioactivity, forestry)

f(vegetation, noise, noni~rganic residuals, space-use, radioactivity,

forestry)

f(sea quality, tïshery)

f(organic residuals, nonorganic residuals)

f(production)

f(forestry, extraction)

f(production, agriculture, forestry, enzrgy conversion) - g(tïnal-cons)

f(soil quality, water quality, air quality, investment)

f(tïsh, investment)

(vegetation, soil quality, air quality, water quality, investment)

f(tïnal-cons)
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Ecoiiomic-enviroizmental interactioiis

change-stock-fossils -

change-stock-minerals -

space use -

heat -

noise -

radioactivity -

organic residuals

nonorganic residuals -

- extraction

- extraction

f(production, agriculture, forestry, fin-cons)

f(energy-conversion)

f(production, energy conversion)

f(energy-conversion)

f(agriculture, tishery, forestry)

f(extraction, investment)

In this simple example final consumption is exogenous and activates the model (population may

be based on population, which on its turn may be dependent on health to close the circle)
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